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A RAY THEORY !'OR NONLINFAK SHIP WAVES
AND WAVE RESISTANCE

hohyun Yim
Pavid W. Taylor Naval Ship Reearch and Development Center

Bethesda, Maryland 2(OD4, U.S.A.

Abr'.ract theory to consider wave propagation in non-
"uniform flow, and Shen, Mayer. and Keller

5 
used

Analytical and numerical methods for it to investigate wster waves in chgnnels and
application of ray theory in computing ship around islands. Recently Keller

2 
developad a

waves are investigated. The potentially ray theory for ship wavea and pointed out that 4
important role of ray theory in analyses of the theiry could supply useful information
nonlinear waves and wave resistance is demon- about the waves of thick ships at relatively
strated. The reflection of ship waves from ,low speeds. However, he had difficulty ob-
the hull boundary is analyzed here for the teining the excitation function for wave ampli-
first time. rude and solved only a thin-ship problem. Inui

When a wave crest touches the sthip sur- and 4ajitanil applied the Ursell ray theory
4 

to
face, the ray exactly follows the ship surface, ship waves, using the amplitude function froa
When the wave crest is nearly perpendicular to linear cheory.
the ship surface th,' ray is reflected many

times as it propagates along the ship surface. Because the ray is the path of wave energy.SMany rays of reflected elementary waves it is not supposed to penetrate thl ship surface;
intersect each other. The envelope to the first and this was emphasized by Keller. However,
reflected rays forms a line like a shock neither Keller nor Inui and Kajitani consider
front which borders the area of large waves non enetration of thle ray seriously. Recently
or breaking waves near the ship. YamR found the existence of rays which emanated

For tl.e Wigley hull, ray paths, wave from the ship bow and reflected from the ship

phases, and directions of elementary waves surface.
are computed by the ray theory and a method of
computing wave resistance is developed. The In the present paper, further study has
wave phase is compared with that of linear revealed many bow rays reflact.ng from the
theory as a function of ship-beam length ship surface, creating an area in which these
ratio to identify the advancement of the bow rays intersect each other. The envelope to
save phase which influences the design of bow the first reflected rays forms a line like a
bulbs. The wave resistance of the Wigley hull shock front which bordets the area of large
is computed using the amplitude fouction from waves or breaking waves near the ship. This
Michell's thin ship theory and compared with will be referred to as the second caustic. This
values of Michell's wave resistance. The total phenomenon was observed by Inul et al.

7 
in the

wave resistance has the phase of hump and hollow towing tank and called a free surface svock
shifted considerably. wLve FSSW). !;h has beea done concernLr~g the

theoretical in%,:cigation of FSSW by Incroduc-
Introduction ing a fictitious dep'h for a shallow water non'-

Sdispersive wave.
3

Significant developments in the ship wave d

theory have been made in recent years. These The ray equation and the ihip boundary
include the application of ray theoryl,20 and condition are analyzed further to show the
the experimental discovery of a phenomenon existence of reflecting rays, except in the
called a free surface shock wave.

3  
case of a flat wedgelike ship surface. The

ray path is very sensitive to the initial bound-
Because a ship is not thin enough to apply cry condi ion near the bow or the stern, ane

both the thin ship theory and the complicated should be identified at downstream infinity
free-surface effect, theoretical development not by the initial conditP".i. The conservation
of an accurate ship wave theory has been slow. law of wave energy in the nonuniform flow is
The problem should be evaluated differently different from that of the uniform flow due t3
from the conventional meaus. Ray theory has the exchange of energy with the local flow.

8

been used in geometrical optics or for waves Therefore, the linear wave amplitude as a
heving small wave lengths. Ursel

4 
used the function of initial wave angle near the bow

or stern is meaningless and cannot be used in
the ray theory. It is shown that the amplitude

*A complete li.ting of references is given function for the ray theory matched with the
on page •
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I inear theory far downutream is reasonable and By eliminating S, from these two equations he
likely to produce a reasonasle result as in ubtained a dispersion relation
the two dimensional theory. 2 2 ½2

L The wave phase in the ray theory is ob- x t y Y

tained, together with the ray path, indepen- (2)
dent from the amplitude function. Both the
ph.~ase and the ray path are quite different from where is the double model potential. When
the prediction .f lincear theory near the ship. steady state motion is assumed with rtspect to
The rays far doimstream are straight as in the th e oorin system, wi rS~the moving coordinate system, 0 - xyt,
linear theory yet have phases different from
the linear theory; they are parallel to the
linear ray with the same wave angle but do at . 0

Snot coincide. The difference in wave phate
is the main factor that makes the wave reaLs- When the angle between the normal n to the
tance different from the linear theory. Ray phase curve a and thelaxis is denoted by 0,
paths and phase difference are computed for
various. parameters of the Wigley shipý with and n Icose + Jsene (3)
without a bulbous bow. The ray paths for
different drafts and different beam-length Then the wave number vector is defined by
ratio of the Wigley hu'.l are slightly different.
widening the wave area near the hull for the k kI ki + kj2J x I + y
wider beam and/or larger draft. However, the (4)
phase difference is more sensitive to the beam- * k k cose + •k sine at S - 0
length ratio and/or draft-length ratio, by a

always advancing the linear wave phase. From equatinn (2) and (4)

The weve resistance of the Wigley hull is 2
computed and shown to have a cot.siderable shift k a se v
of phase of hump and hollow. u + sn5

The most interesting phenomenon of a ship where
with a bulbous bow is the reduction of slopes

of rays and the second caustic. iae.. the x
larger the bulb, the greater the reduction.
This fact was observed in the towing tank.

3  These results are an approximation within
There exists a bulb size Wbch totally elimi- the order of F4, and the phase function and its
nates the reflecting rays. However, the phase related equations are all limited to their
difference due to the bulbIl is very small values at z " 0. Thus, from now on, unless
showing that the phase difference, which has otherwise mentiones, all the physiaal values
been observed in the towing t*nk,. is the effect are at t - 0. The ray equation of ship waves
of nonuniform flow caused by the main hull. is obtained from the irrotetionality of the

R tve number vector
Ray Equtmtions

k2 1k (6) :
The concept of ray theory in ship waves is 2, - (60

analogous to the concepts used in geometrical :Ix 3y

optics and in geometric acoustics. A ship is
considered advancing with a constant velocity From Equations (4) through (6).

-UI whIc'i ic the direcLion of the negative x
axis of a right handed rectangular coordinate
system O-xyz with the origin 0 at the ship bow + cose (u cosO + v sine)) L
on the mean free surface, ziO. a is positive
upwards. o2 oe (-u sine + v cos@)

First the phase f,.nction 8(x.y,z) is de- + sine (u cose * v sinae)) y
fined so that the equation (a - constant) re-
represents the wave front where the value of s -2 sino V +n

As the opticai diLtance frct the wave source, ax a x
e.g., the ship bow. When Keller2 deveioped au + v
his ray theory of ships b ex, ending boundary - 2 come (cos u + sine )
conditions and a solution, which should satisfy
both the Laplace equation and the boundrry
crnditions, in a series of Frouda numbe, squares
F , he obtAined'

("a) 2 0

Nz - -i (S' + Vý , s)2 at a - 0

2

LAA"j



Vf
rht, is the ray t•4uation which zan be through the stagnation point where u and v are

solved by tie method of characteristics, and the velocity :-omponents of the total velocity
is equivalent to saimutaneous otdinary diffitr- caused by tih. ýiaable model source distribution
entia| equations. m and the unife-rm flow relati4e to the ship.

dLY . {v- 1 sLnO (u cosO + v sind)} (8) In the .mnear ship wave theory a smooth
dx (U- ½ c96l (u cost + v sint)} source disti(bution produces two systems of

regular ship "av'Žac: the bow, and the stern
o' Vu + io waves starxnh from the bog and stern,

7x(2 sine (c + x respect. vely, reVresentedll as

-2 cove (cosO 22. + sin0 2'-1)/(2 sine (u sine(9) 'Cv) - A

ly 3y,. '(-) AO) sxp "i s (x.,yO)} do (14)

- v cosO) + cosm (u cosO + v sinG)}-

where
Here u1 cosO 4 v sin 0 is the vslocit, component
normal to the phase curve of the flow relative al - k° see2 {(trxi) cosO + y sine) (15)
to the ship. Becausi. the wave is stationary
relative to the ship, the phase velocity
through the water surface 3hould be i - tha x coordinate of the bow or ater-

- u cosO - v sin6 k

The group velocity is one-half of the phase
velocity. Thus the ray dire..tiou in Equation £ - acceletation due to gravity
(8) is along the resultant of the group velo-
city taken normal to the phase curve and of the AMO) - amplituae functi.on which is a

velocity of the basic flow as Ursell has shown.
4  

function of source distribution a

Because the wave energy is prcpagated at the
group velocity, the ray path Is interpreted as The regular wave t is the solution of
the path of energy rmlative to the ship. This linear ship wave theory far from the ship.1

1

can be obtained by solving Equations (8) and Actually, it is easy to see that the exponential

(9) with the proper Initial condition. The function satisfies Loth the laplace equation

phase s can be obtained from equations (4) by and the l 1near feee-surface boundary condition
for any value of xj, Havelock interpreted

s ..f; dr Equation (14) by sjassing the Integrand as
elementary waves, ' i.e., the regular waves

ae. in potential theory; s(xey) is a function of are aggregates of elementary wave. starting from
(x,y) but is unrelated to the integratioi: path. the bow and stern of a ship. The normal
However, direction of each elementary wave cresat is

n - I cosS + 1 sine.

Is - kco%6 dx + keint)dy (10)
Because the local disturbance of the double

can be solve. o;tzher with the ray equations model decays rapidly away from the ship, even
along the ray path. in nonlinear theory in the far field, the

regulir wave should ba of the form of Equation
Mys ot Ship Waves and Linear Theory (14) with possibly ditfarent values of xi and

Ay A . When the itategral of ; is evluAted by
To investigate the path of a ray of a the method of the stationary phase' by taking

ship wave, a ship, represented by a double roots of

r model source distribution m (xy) on
y - o, h>z>-h, is considered. Although the 0 (16)
linear relation between the source strength 7 .(
m and the ship surface

o?•

y ! tf(xz) 
(II)

ti 2 tan
2
e + 1 tanG + 1 - 0 (17)

y
- • (12) in general two values of 8 are obtained for a

givan value of each x and y, satisfying,

Ithe actual double Aode-l ship body streamline
should be obtained by solving 2 8a8)

u (13)

-I
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Itht 1it.re i Whe10 becau!w only the transformatiotn t coordin.'%tcs

(Xy) to (x - Ut, y) is needed t, get the Un-
. steady flow. Strictly speaking the relative

I~l frequency la

st . k u cos3 + k v sin" - k 1; cos,

but tor our dticussiton, th10 approximite valu e
serves the purpose, This means that for a
uniform flow the wave energy is constant

.dg along the ray because for a unitorm flow u - I!,vO , k - R/(U
2 

cos
2

|+), and I is constant
oid Lht,' valUe ot the integral of Equation (14) along t ght ay. ir tave
Iot any x,y in x/iy ,8I can be evaluated by elong the st c y.ant ay owe the waved ray in

.the, stat ionary phase method as the sum of two energy is not constant alo.g the curved ray in
, ~~Wa\,,,.;: transverse Waves (0 deý < <5de) nonuniform flow, but is dependent upon the

wa\,rs: transverse waves (35 deg < ) < 9 5 des), local velocity components and 0 becaune the
relative frequency is a function of the local

F:cept for the amplitude function exactly velocity and 0 as in Equations (5) and (19) and
Ah,. •.aie result for the relation of xy and 0 changes along the curved ray. The wave

ii to the Iliear theory can be obtained from energy will change considerably along the
aat.iu (8 by substituting a - tand v - 0. curved ray near the bow or stern because u and

rl'ul, this scans chat the eLr fach v change to zero at the wave source, the

eltementary wave prcpagates on the uniform flow stagnation point, while in the far field it

along a ,trailght line ray, The rays are con- will be constant along the ray as in linear
I tried ic, x/iy( &. both of the elementary theory. Near the stagnation point, the wave
Swa.es at u * 0 and I - 90 deg correspond to the number increases according to Equation (5) and

AV i - I, andi t 35 dug corresponds with the wave energy also increasjs due to the energy

the i av x/IyI - 8 . One ray between these two conservation law.
8  

Thus, the wave may break near

Say.ý corresponds to two elementary waves where the stagnation point.

,o" ti transversel and the other is divergent. leeume wave amplitude is so difficult to

obtain from the ray theory
2

, the linear theoryWhen the velocity is not uniform due to the has been considered ab an approximation.
1  

A
Ilow pertarbation causec' by a ship, the ray is good result was obtained for a two dimensional

ot htraiglb~t ut curved near the ship as fl,,w problem,9 However, extreme care is needed
h.,n in Figure 1. It is known that wave energy

di hrelative frequency with in the three dimensional Lheory because 0 chang-t,, ivided by th coordinates for which the fluid eas by a large amount along the ray, neat the

vck.,.".ty is tero Is conserved along the stagnation point. .and the wave energy depends
c'u\.ed lay to~bý..• If the coordinates are fixed upon 0. The matching amplitude function of raytheory with the values from linear theory should

lit space. then the ship waves are unsteady be done at the far field where 6 and the direct-
I x .t !,t Iv LO Lht- fixed coordinates and the b oea h a il hr n h iet

ion% of the ray are. respecitv~ly, identical for
I 1 05l • ts •both cases for each elementary wave. In addi-

tion, the initial condition has to be taken in
st U1 k cosa (19) the neighborhood, but not exactly at, the stag-

tational point because, although the stagnatioa
0.20 Tpoint is the wave source. at the stagnation

0 . point the ray equations are indeterminant, I
0.18 -(9; 0 -- and v being zero. However, because of the large

0-, -0.66892 I-change of u and v near the stagnation point, the0.16 -0.1175; 0.06 ray path is very sensitive to the initial values

of x. y and 6; the nearer to the stagnation
0.14i point, the more sensitive. Therefore. the iden-.

tif cation of ray paths should 'e correlated
0.121 with the values af v at infini'y. Then Wt.. the

0.10[ //ray paths can be properly and ,niquely identitled

by ..
0.08 01 SECOND Since perturbations of the ship decay

U I rapidly away from the ship, 0 also rapidly
approaches a.. The relation between the initial

0 01*1 value and the value at infinity of 0 has little
meaning, although it was misunderstood before16*

0.0?[ 0.14 because 6 changes very rapidly nee-. the stag-

nation point.

O. .2 0.4 0,6 Ole 1.0
X

1.1,are I - Ray Pa;hs for a Wigley Hull

(b - h -. 02)
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Rays of Ship Waves and Ship Boundaries When the wave crest is perpendicular to

Ship waves created by a smooth ship hull the ship hull
propagate as regular bow and stern waves from
the bow and st.,rn stagnation points to infinity - . tanrt (26)
along rays. Because a ray carries the wave u
energy It cannot penetrate the ship surface. If
the linear free-surface condition is considered If Equation (26) is inserted into Equation (8)
with the exact hull boundary condition. as has
been popular in recent ship wave analysis [, - tanu • (27)
the straight rays which pass through the hull
boundary have to be considered, For a ray The ray also touches the ship initially.
theory with the exact hull boundary condition, However, Equation (9) is not compatible with
the ray is not allowed to penetrate the ship. Equation (26) on the hull. This can be proved
In fact, when the initial wave crest touches in a similar way as followst
the ship boundary it can be proved that the
ray of such a 4ave grazes along the ship Differentiating EquatiDn (26) with respect
boundazy without penetrating the ship boundary, to x along the ship hull

In Equation (8) when the wave crest dO xx
touches the hull (28)

dx r +
u cosO + v sine - 0 (20) x

Inserting Equation (26) into Equation (9) gives
because 0 is the anglo between the normal to
the crest and to the'axis, and the velocity u

d@ 2 tanU u+tn iý-+tnnormal to the ship hull is zero on the hull. de 2 an + tang - + tanG
- Tx Dy) aEquation (8) then becomes dx

u
vv

dx u From Equations (25), (27), and (29). noting

shtwing that the ray touches the ship hull 3u 3v
streamline from Equation (13). -

When the wave crest touches the hull, do - xx
from Equations (11) and (13) 2 -7 - (30)

dx f + I
vxfx (21) Equatiois (28) and (30) are compatible only

when f., 0, or fx - constant,
and from Equations (20) and (21)

That is, only when the ship is a flat plate
-l does the ray of the wave. whose crest is perpen-

tan - f(22) dicular to the ship, follow the ship boundary.
x This means that when the ship bow is like a

Differentiating Equation (22) with respect to wedge, the ray of the bow wave, whose crest is
x along the ship hull perpendicular to the wedge surface, initially

follows the wedge surface.
f

. --- (23) When the ray equations are solved numer-
d + I Ically by the Runge-Kutta method, with initial
x values near the bow stagnation point, the ray

However, inserting Equation (20) into Equation touches and follows the ship boundary at
(9) yields

3 u 3v 2 u 1 2
d cot7x + Tx - o y u - ae (y (24)

_ _ _where a is the half entrance angle of the ship

u -bow and denotes the initial value of 8.

Differentiating Equation (21) with rspect to When O6 increases from this value the ray
x along the hull yields moves gradually away from the ship as shows in

Figures 1 through 4. The rays are curved near

v+v Tu Ty + 2Z the ship but at far downstream they are straight
_u __xxu _ _ ax ay ax (25) and the ray direction becomes exactly the same

ox u function of 6 as the linear theory. Thas at
infinitv the rays are inside Idx/dyl = 86.

From Equations (20), (21), (22), and (25) However, when 6. approaches zero, the curved
it can be shown that Equations (23) and (24) ray near the ship gradually approaches the
are equivalent. Tiat is, when the wave crest ship, and eventually crosses the ship boundary.
touches th" ship boundary, the cay equations as in Figures 1 thruugh 4. Here the wave
and the ship 'ull streamline equations are reflection should be considered to prevent the
equivalent, ray penetration of the ship hull.

Sl5
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Kay Reflection sponding to the source Equation (31). is oh-

___Re__ecto rained by plotting _he body streamline passing

STh.re are no waves coming from places through stagnation points as the solution of

other than the ship bow or the ship stern. in dy _ v
the ray theory, the flow field perturbed by the d'x -
ship deflects the ray path starting from the
ship bow toward the ship. Thus, some rays where u and v corresponding to Equation (32),
of bow waves impinge on the ship hull. are shown in Appendix A together with u , u,

Because the ray theory is for small Froude and vv for the ray equation. EquationsX(8),
"" , u,.•rs Pnd th. wave plhnomenon i& copsidored (9), alid (10), yogeqhea with the screamline
only on the free su'face, it is reasonable to equation, are solved by the Runge-Kutta method
consider only reflected waves, as ir geometrical with initial conditions (x,y,8) near the stag-
optics, neglecting transmitted waves %hen the nation points with various values of 0.
oncoming waves impinge on the ship hull.

Many ray paths both reflecting and non-
Let reflecting from the surfaces of various Wigley

ship boinuary (xy) be reflected to Or and hulls are shown in Figures I through 4. These
fx - tan 0o as in Figure 5. paths were computed by a high speed Burroughs

computer at David Taylor Naval Ship Research
Then, and Development Center. The reflection condi-

tion is incorporated in the high-speed computa-

Or - O° - 0°- 0 tion with a routine to find the intersection of
the tay and the ship boundary which is pre-

or calculated and saved in the memory. The step
sizes of ýntegrations and interpolation were

-20 (32) determined after many numerical tests, and the
r 0 sh,,wn results are considered to be reasonably

accurate. For a given initial condition, the

solution is stable and converges well.
•_•••/// In Figureras I through 4,asSome common fea-

tures of rays can be drawn as follows. The
S...rays in - Ti/2 < 06 < 0 far behind the ship

behave like rays of linear theory except wave
- ~- phases are advanced in the ray theory and those

near e0 - 0 are rays propagating from the ship
figure 5 - Angles of waves Reflecting on bow and reflecting Irom those of ship hull.

the Ship Hull The rays near the ship are very different from

the linear theory as Inui and Kajitanil pointed
Whenever the ray intersects the ship out. The curved rays from the bow have a far

boundary at (x y) with angle U, then the value larger slope than those of linear theory and
of 0 at (x,y) will be changed to Or - 200 - 0, the phase of each ray is considerably advanced.
and x,yf3 are continuously calculated by the ThL magnitude of the phase difference is more
Runge-Kutta's method. Then the ray will reflect sensitive to the beam-length ratio and the
as in Figures I through 4. Here if 00 is zero, draft-length ratio than the magnitude of the
it is easily seen in Equation (8) that the ray slope.
impinging ray angle ® changes to -®for the
reflected ray angle. This fact can be easily When 06 = 35 deg, the ray will be the

shown to be true even for 00 0 0 by just the outermost ray and _he ýay angle at - will be
rotation f he coordinate system. approximately tan- 8- as in the linear theory

and there ts the corresponding initial value of
0 or 6i near the bow, or the origin. However,

Numer'cal Experiments of Ray Paths and the 
0 1 which is corresponding to a single value

Free Surface Shock Waves uf 0. is very sensitive to small changes of x

and y near the origin. At a fixed point near

Becaus, the ray equationF an be solved the origin there exists a unique correspondence

only numericfly, careful numerical experiments between Oi and 6,.

with the ray cluationa may give valuable in-
formation. Fo% sizplicity, the Wigley hull When from the 

0 i which is corresponding to

source distribution with 8. - 35 deg, the initial value of 0i increases,
0,. also increases and the ray angle decreases.

I df In general, when 0i - 0, 0. is still a negative
m - I value. When 01 increases further, Oo approaches

2t dx zero and the ray pass is very close to the

stern. At this point, there exists a certain
where increment of Oi which makes the ray barely

touch the ship stern, at %. Ojio. When 0i
fl * 2ib (l - X2 ) {l - (33) slightly increases from Oio, the ray reflects

from the ship hull near the stern. With the
increment of Oj the reflection point moves

is considered for various numbers of b and h towrd the bow. When 0 -
0

il the ray once
which are related to the hull beam and draft, reflected touches the stern again. When Eli

respectively. The actu 1 hull shape eorre- increases further from 0il, the ray reflects



ti I one Lhe stiphll. 1111 lthOil waiy,* rttir~er reflected rays from tile ship hutll. If the

iii iciiantt ot :-I makes the la vfret'I et Irom tile number of reflect ion rays increases, or if fit
,liti, likil Ltiree, four ... times. H~owever. tit increases from Oia, the maximum distance be-

Ied 11.1-i, vil oe of it Lt,- ray tries to pene- Lween the ray and the ship hull decreases.
titlLe rtie shill hull -11 the stitrlitig point of The distAnce, before or after the ray reflection,
thle boThis cannot be allowed hecause. this approximAtely behaves like a sine curve. The

kl)d 1f ry sho uld come from outside of the maximu- distance between the ray before the
let1 Li-i theorder point: vf cj be eiju. first ret lect ion and the ship hull diN?,LdLe

Ilit, nienwannS that rays of initial value. of (I by the x coordinate of the poivt of the first
lKetw-eii ''I, <. of<uhi reflect from the shlp reflection aix1 ia plotted in Figure 6 for

I. I! c ledr inl Figures I through I., various ships. The value of a/xIl for dif ferent

pt teeal , all the rays before reflect ion do values of Oi are approximately the same for a
iiot oint,t' ect each other. however, ref lected given hull and are related to the area between

iAVs loviteict other rays. The once reflected the second caustic and the ship hull where there
laiys 111tersec t not. only with each ray once may be breaking waves or turbulent waves. Thus,
ref lected froth snip boundary potnts close to if the ares ia large, viscous dissipation of
e.~lih other, but also with at least o.ae ray energy becomes large. Accordingly, the measured
be I ore m i ICCtit io. tmuiaentum loss behind the ship for the breaking

waves-becomes large,
Inl tile stationary phase, each ray has an

1u' Wit od. L.ikewise Ii the ray theory, each The values of a/x , Increase with inc reas-
lay carries it's energy. rhe reflected ray may Ing beam-length ratio. However, the moat
haiv' approximately the same energy as the ray interesting part is the effect of the bulbous
at viC~o or vc'. 1- o where the amplitude bow.10 When the bulb size is increased or the
Court-ion of thle lin~ear theory is in general doublet strength is increased the curvature of
more significant than amplitudes of the other the ray near the bow becomes less, although the
value., of tn.-. Because the phase must be streamline near the bow is such that the en-

l~pmll~iitlyclose to each other fo~r the waves trance angle is slightly large The values of
ned el 0, the wave height oi tile once re- a/xl decrease with Increasing bulb size, and
I loctud lay tmay be close to three times that eventually the ray for e. 1% 0 cannot propagate
oI thle trainsversal wave for -.- 0. When the without penetrating the ship hull at the begin-
otivelopt.e of thle oince reflected waves is drawn, ning. That is, there is no reflecting ray
the domaiin hounded by the ship surface and coming out of the bow with a bulb of the proper
the ic livelpe, denoted by Dim, must. be distinctly size, as shown in Figure 7.
liIttierenit from C.ther domains because in Dim

t here are not only once reflected rays but al1so
twit: Or muilti-reflected rays onl which more than
threet Ltfei ccted rays intersect by anl argument 00
:,milar to that. used for thle once reflected
rays. -h envelope of tile once reflected rays

haviice like the shock front which was observed 00

lit general, ai line is called a caustic when A 1
Sit, si de of thle line one can find a cont inuous

it tI 11111 lt iino rays but not tin thle It-iem side, 0.02-
.11 I alug Lthe ainst. ic thle wave slope is found

it, bi- large. thie wave near the ray angle o-. 0.0 -

5', Ilei I! theC 11114ic * and the wave hieighit near 0.00 0.03 0.06 h
Owe s,iUs iI. far downstream can be obtained by b=0)
anl app I ic~atiolo of Lthe Airy funct ion in tile(b 02
I in~ear. theory. The envelope of the once re-

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~1 t -. t.nt c jiveni he- a kind of caustic formed _________________

Iv Ii lit it lia ted bow wave rays dlie ito the non- -

,11th 151 flow IemtLimhed by the ship. Sthen,
11 yt . dlld Nil ICr tul tAded such cautst ics caused 0.060

h, t he ! I op i g beac clito channel s antd a round
ieIaidtdi Thus, the additional caustic: of ship 00
waves miay he called the second caustic of ship .6

I~\land should not be confused with the first
.JS.li,4I Whi1 l~iIs the known caustic at 0. - 35 -0.04-

:0 'tll I .iatic~ 0lf S;hip Waves of Various Ships 0.02-

Fohr thle Wigley hull I, several different 0.00
vlkIlos of Illramet~ers b and lt were taken to 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 b
fttld their effec~t on the second caustic, In

addiIt ion, thle effect of a bulbous bow on the (h = O.6)
secondl~ caustic- was colnsidered. The most Figure 6 - Width of the Second Caustic
A t51 ilgiglsltable physical characterlat ic of the a'/l for Wigley Hulls
,v-u 11 .0111 c is its distance from the ship
1111 I I This is related to the distance of
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Figure 7 - Rays of the Wigley Ship (b - 0.2, h - 0.0625) with Bulb
(radius, rb - 0.0214h, depth, z1 I O.5h)

These phenomena asuociated with the second A(M) - P(O) + i Q(M) (34)

caustic are exactly the same as those of the
"free sutface shock wave" which was observed may be taken as an approximation from the linear

Sin the towing tank. theory but the phase difference xi must be o0-
tirined from matching with the near field. If

Finally it should be pointed out that the the near field is also expressed by the linear
ray of the wave whose crest is perpendicular theory

to the hull surface follows exactly along the o !
flat surface as was proven by Equations (28)

and (30) and the following ?aragraphs. This P + i Q  J J
means that rays orig~natlng from the vertex
of a wedgf, very liVely nevrr reflect on the -h o (35)

wedge surface. This is because toys near the k z sec2 e
ray which follows the ship surface did not 0 ik x secO

0
intersect each other near 0i - -ri2 + a, or d.dz f e sec 0 e

S'• = - '/2. Rays near O'0 impinge on the
ship surface due to the effect of the water- where fx is the derivativu of Equation (11) with

line curvature of the ship. Therefore. if a respLet to x. When the inner integrand of

ship has a wedge bow. the second caustic must Equation (35) is integrated with respect to x.

be found near or behind the shoulder. Be- the value with the limit x - I will form stern
cause the first caustic near the bow may be waves and the value with the limit x - 0 will
very prominent and both waves near the first form bow waves.,

1  
Then the bow waves can be

caustic and waves near the stagnation point represented by
break, careful experimental analysis and more
theoretical study of the bow near field may be r/2

needed. h f Ab (0) exp {i a, (0)} dO (36)

Wave Amplitude and Phase -T7/2

Because the perturbation due to a ship, where
or both regular waves and local disturbances.
decays at far field, the linear theory must Ab (6) - Pb + i Qb (37)

hold in the far field. In particular, the
wave resistance can be calculated from the When the phase a is computed from Equation
energy passing through a vertical plane x- (10) along with the ray path from Equations
constant far downstream; the linear theory (8) and (9) considering that h - 0 at the bow
which is prcoerly matched to the near field of near the origin, there are two results different
the ship will be used for calculating the wave from those of line, r theory: (r ) the ray path

resistance. As explained in Equation (14) and is deflected as if the elementary wave of the
the following paragraphs, the expression for linear theory started from (xl,O) not from the

regular waves far downstream is known to be of origin, and (2) the phase change denoted by
the form of Equation (14) where the amplitude As should be considered. That is, the

function

9



eqkl' ValeOt I Llear V lea111lL.ry wiIvo 51vy t- Wave Resistance
wr it Le ,I0

If all the elementary waves are assumed to
Ab (,,) exp [i k .sec) be propagated without reflection, the amplitude

(38) function and the phase Jifference studied in

I(a-a costo + y sinol + i k. AS] the previous sections will supply enough infor-
mation for the calculation of wave resistance.

Because at far downstream, the wave height
where xI is obtained as an intersection of the may be considered linear, the Havelock wave
tangent to the ray at and the x axis and resistance formula

1 5 
may be used for the waves

kkyrepresented by Lquationz (36) thr)ugh (401),
k. s Os -k,, sec,, -) cos' + y sn0 considering that the wave with the changed

3 phase 
5

2b (0) has the amplitude
+" e,9 Skob(b

The value of + b ei 2b (b)

s-) (o) As y sectL (40) 1/2

can be obtained at any point along the ray. 2 Cw
In general, x1 Is negative and s2 ") is 1/2 U2L4
positive meaning that the bow wave phase in the
ray theory is larger or more advanced than the
phase of the linear theory. This fact has long ik s2b (0) 2
been observed in experiments in towing tanks. b b

The advancement of wave phase is computed or in Srettensky's formula
1 6

for vari ous ships and the values of s2 and xl
"at X " 2 are shown in Figures 8 through 10. 2
When the beam-length ratio increases and/or Cw 16iv k0
the draft-length ratio increases, the values w , 2:

of s2 increase and the values of x. decrease J-0
for all valueFc f b0, . As compared with the (42)increment of the stopes of rays near the ship,

lhe increment of the phase angle is more I + ikls 2b(dj) .,-NenSitive to Ote beam- and/or draft-to-length R- I d)e !

ratilos.

The most interesting phenomenon about the 0

phase dtfieronce is in regard to the bulbous
bow.10 That is, the phase differences for hulls where

with and without bulbs are almost the same even
with a considerably larger bulb. In the past. ikos 2 b (OD

because of the observed phase difference of Ab (dj) e -

ship waves, the bulb was located far forward
to obtain good bow wave cancellation.

1 1  
0 1

According to the present analysis, if there is f d
no other reason, the bulb position need not be JJ dz m exp k d (zd + ix) + ikos

far torwatd, Because the nonuniform flow cre- -h 0
- ated by the ship is much more s;ignificant than

that of the bulb, as far as phase change is
concerned, both the ship bow waves (in general, m f (43)

positive sine waves) and the bulb waves 2,

"(negative sine waves) propagate through the
s-use region and cancel each other.r I + U 2

1ý +kow = e O
As for the amplitude function, although

it was shown by boctors and Daga-19 that lay
theory produced the best result for a two- w - width of the towing tank nondimension-
dimensional submerged body even though they ailzed by ship length L
used a linear amplitude function, the surface

piercing three-dimensional case may be quite L

different. The amplitude function is mainly
related to the singularity strength which sat- C 2 for j
isfies the ship hull boundary condition and
some improvement might result by considering the

sheltering effect. However, in the present Because
study, the linear amplitude function is used to
simplify the problem, showing the effect of ik0 2 () 2 2

curved rays. [(Pb + iQb) e I- IFb + iQbl

10
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Figure 8 - The y Coordinate of Kay at x - 2, Phase Function S2 (0) and the Starting Point of
Eiementary Wave, x of a Wigley dull (b - 0.2)
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Figure 9 - y (x " 2). S 1(,.). and -x o'f a Wiglev 1till (b 0.1, h - 0.0625)
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Figure 10 - S,(O_), ant -x of a Wigley Hull (b 0.2. th - 0.0625) with and without
uL1b (t b- 0.0O28%. zi 0 .7h)

Lilt. phase d tference of each elementary wave considered to be tot ally missing in tie wave
does not change bow wave resistance from the resistance, I In the Srettensky fuormula for how
I inear tlheory, waves would start not from zero but from a

certain number minimum .1 Al such that
The stern wave amplitude is exactly the

s.Ame as the Linear value S .

5 5As ( P, + iQ

whev -,._1 is the vailue of .. tr oan whlici bow
but tile pha,•C ditlteltnCk 8,1s (") s•huld be comn- waves start to reflect. If 0.I

puled by the ray theory together with the ray a and if a; -
pith wh ic-h I.. shown in FIRure I1. Then it s - for JI > J
kls- ohi'ious that the stern wave rIststance is
Ili same as the linear stern wave rehistance. r'tile iVeUlt is shown in Figure 12 where I
The total wave resistance may be obtained simi- considerable shift of the phase of hump and
IS) Iy hy considering that the total wd\ve ampl I- hillow of the wave resistance due to bowIride i s stern wave interactleo is noticeable.

iks~b(,db is
kP b + (11b I v 0 1t + i t( )

S( 4 4 )
i i • ( 2s, ( ' '1 - s e e , ,

0 .

lii,, thv. bhow and -turn wave tltC'j.I, o1 1 ip-
Iar, In tihe wave re',,istance. Tihat is, only 61- 0.542

t' tth vt, t io,n tvrts cii itges due ti . the, phl.i i
hlAngv cdlnvd iy th' lihiiiltiforrm I low I. It is 013

ii 1 , VX.h II t IlV te same .is ill twi-dl itlieliondl
I hIV,,'y . 'tI 

0.277,.
ThFt actual computation of wave resistance y 0-2 " 1203 0

is performed by tile Srettensky formula using . -
tie rt elati ol - . ' 0.164

C 0.1 (k 0).145.. -os (. t ) tan"' LId ( - I)I• (45) 0.1; -

andi thle kr respuinditig values iii ', are obtainiedlt~

liy illLtterpilat Ion. When a portion of elementaty
wavs neat . - 0 i. ret lected I rom tie ship 1.0 12 14 16 1.6 2.0 2.2
hull , the larget part of the energy in this5
pcrl i ,ii -f element arv waves wil I be dlsl- ipated
by% breaking waves , nid the wav\eu res i.stantce. I Ill
dtcrerease. but the Inomuittum loss due to' breaking Figure il M Ry Paths oif Stern Waver, ou
waves will incteUse'. If uich ener1 .y was con- a Wigley Hull (b - 0,2, 1% 0.0625)

.... •. i



¶07'fie due to the. double moadel. Thus, the non-

MICHELL'S THEORY analyzed here. Ntvertheless, the present

a / theory supplies a great deal of hope to an
/ entiiely different ap-voach to the ship wave

\ I theory - the ray theory.

6 Although the strictly linear amplitude

RccHER iuneao isfuedt fofwtr waveslit in ote totslly
Qae o sue o ~aliiyt h rsn study. a slightly improved amplitude function

4 may be easily incorporated by adding the
sheltering effect or other effects. However,
It should be noted here that, in any case, the
llow wave resistance and the stern wave resis-

2 ~tance are th.- same as the results without the
ray theory and the effect of the ray theory

wudappear as a shift of the phase of hump
o ~ --------- Iand hollow in the total wave resistance. There-
0 fore. the c omputational results would not match

the results of towing tank experiments unless
the viscous boundary layer effect on the otern

Fiur 12 -Wave Rtesistance tit titv wave or some other effect is considered.
Wigley Shill (b 0.2, It -0.0J625)
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thiat thenk was a sLnl I regiout near thet stag-

~~~W11 Itttit t tWitere lth wave nlumber became Appiendix A
lntgattice; sine.. titis was nlot permi ssible tor a

w~tc an itcoud h tn eri -ed o man hatFor thle computation of ray paths of a
titeic; Wat,s lit, '4.i ill tlw rt'gion. lie s-.iggested sitip, the flow veloc ity and its derivat ives ton

iittt t i ~tnta iititelp aI cc tt l~ set-(x ,y ,o) , U.,v,u 5 v u are needed. A Wil;'ey
hullhas thedobl mode source distribution

_.ItIv it V 11 1~.11" initial C"11d111,1011 to tiet,-a 1,1V Ihste T uy o.e

pa1.1i- sA-.otdiii 1 itt tilt-. t-n,,rgv voi'tile \a lt in

1a'. ,iI tilt watce trolagat tog throtught tttti- in =h (-2.x + 1) 1i
1111 11 m14 1 "1, tie h' wvvver gyI I lox is ptropurt ion- I

aIt . ti llw w,,%, n cttttte .Ioilj; ill r iv oube.

Whent tile Wo~,t',etiillter at.tloll. a ray 1s Lo.onsid'rcdi, t

a i ti.0itgl tte I-e It- ii' ispers ion relat ion hias an
ri 111tile % ni. umltet onlyv at tlte. stagnation 0 <X, < . Y, 0, It>h -h

Itol Itt ft It I )egel .. !i. 1twr,lo toil at itlt 1tts all
wtI av te t..c itiumt~ti itt 1w lt, ,w tear titu bow.

iullts te"at 'mltl, l~,t tgtar lpit. Lit or a vingut ac Thus,
iiiitt., wvvce itltv It t-ak antd tilt present titeorv

tinnot Ile :tppliltet. Whenl iggtsl t'tudt ito wits, -u (x.y,o) 2 -IIdxd

itt.. olrdtoratd m into 0 r~tv equaL ion in Lhe fX I 7
Itet to.iI.iy cttltutt-i iro*trtgarn it wts i ouitd that 0 0
I the ticV J'til l nt..i 11 ii %'il' lsi M 1 ILIV to a i I

11) l~t'.. ~e itlel,' tduetevd a, Tttkyo

i lll, t\*lite .e~cultd Caustic can1 beý tioticed, i
and near the se-cond caustiL tile Ihtow tield( is 2b2

[4n i,)ttIv (till terent f rom tile Ilinedr theory. b x-1 dz

Howtwecer , it seems that extreme caution is .

teedud to diist inguish the second caustic from
it,, fitr~t austic. The case of exlteriments

3  
2Zt

With WVedles is interest ing because, iiecoitring h -

lt l s ict t ittry , Itere. cannot lie a setcond . dz~
-ttt'tiI (11t Utilk Wedge Although t10lit", I is. aStil: J 0x ) f

ltjdbe thuter. . owever tile wave Olthaes ot
tlte wedg- slittuid be advanced and quite sensitive
L-t the draft. and beam-leitgtit rat its due to the 4 4b3hlogX 1% x
ntnuttifktrmt flotw causied by the: wedge. On the
tik- t h Iardt, tilt ptresent thVteoY is still nitt + r~z M

Ai iti thought it takc itilt,. account thte eff ect I h

Otti, plt. - litt~agait itti ,I wa.11 waves It iio..nunititrit
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